Fitting Recommendation for Flat Woven Outdoor Carpet
For this high quality construction we ask that you consider our fitting recommendation:
The carpet lengths should always be fitted in the same direction within one room unit. We recommend fitting
the carpet in all rooms or levels in one direction only, due to the clearly visible texture of the carpet.
Fitting:
Cutting the seams: We recommend cutting the edges of the carpet lengths separately and suggest proceeding
as follows: Cut approx. 2-3 cm precisely and in parallel from the roughly pre-cut edges on the right and left
hand side of the length of carpet. Place a long roll-up steel straightedge (8 cm wide) precisely along the edge
of the carpet length. Cut along this straightedge with a sharp trapezoidal knife.
If you are not able to cut through the edge of the carpet length completely, cut again by guiding a sharp
hook-type cutter precisely along the original cut.
Due to the manufacturing technique always avoid cutting head seams. However, if this is unavoidable (e.g.
doorways, etc.), use metal binding strips.
Adhesive:
We recommend a 2-component outdoor glue such as Uzin KR430 or similar. Please use a fine toothed
spatula, otherwise the glue might come through the material. The instructions of the the adhesive
manufacturer, in particular the duration of the airing as well as the choice of spatula, must be observed. If
necessary please make a sample installation. For loose laid outdoor carpet we recommend < 20 m2.
Additional note:
By door entrances we recommend covering the edges with a transitional rail.
Despite careful attention, the seam in a flatwoven carpet can be slightly visible.
Flatwoven carpets are more sensitive to sharp-edged, heavy mechanical action than other products so please
do not push heavy furniture on the carpet.
Care:
Fo flatwoven carpet we recommend vacuum cleaning with a smooth nozzle.
Please do not use a brush vacuum cleaner with rotating brushes.
Should you have any questions while fitting the carpet you can always contact us.

